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From USA Today Bestselling Author Raymond L. Weil comes the second book in a new military

science fiction series.The war between the seven alien races of the Confederation and Earth

heats up as the two come into direct conflict over the former Human Empire. The people or

Earth are determined to free it, and the Confederation is determined to keep it under their strict

control.Fleets meet in combat as the fate of worlds is decided. Earth is hopelessly outmatched

as the Confederation controls thousands of inhabited planets. Their resources seem almost

unlimited, and Earth only has the Solar System.In a surprise move, Captain Derrick Masters

makes a daring foray into Federation space to discover any Confederation weaknesses and

uncovers a horrifying secret. For over a thousand years, the Federation has been conscripting

young Humans from the Empire to use as slaves. In a dangerous gambit, he manages to learn

the fate of those Humans.Realizing the only hope Earth has is to bring the former Human

Empire into the war, Earth launches a massive attack to free the Empire. If they fail, then Earth

itself will become a slave world of the Confederation.

About the AuthorJeri Cipriano is the author of more than 100 books for children. She has also

served as an editorial director of classroom magazines at Scholastic. --This text refers to the

library edition.
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EmpireEarth AscendantBook TwoChapter OneDruin Admiral Kreen watched with cold eyes as

antimatter warheads detonated on the planet below. Massive mushroom clouds could be seen

rising high into the atmosphere of what had once been a pristine planet. Spacecraft were trying

to flee the stricken world but were being blasted apart by fusion energy beams from the

orbiting Druin fleet of battleships and battlecruisers.This was a world inhabited by the Visth. A

humanoid species that refused to send the required raw materials to the Confederation. The

Visth controlled eleven star systems and had been subjugated by the Confederation several

thousand years in the past. They were required every year to send so many tons of a rare

radioactive isotope to the Confederation for research. This year they had missed their quota by

nearly 70 percent. The Visth had claimed they were running out of the needed materials to

create the isotope and had requested the Confederation reduce the yearly quota. Admiral

Kreen’s fleet had been the answer the Confederation sent.“All cities with a population of over

one hundred thousand have been eliminated,” reported the tactical officer in a cold voice.

“Sufficient population remains that they should be able to repopulate their world over the next

seventy-three years.”Kreen nodded. This bombardment would serve as an example to the

other Visth worlds to increase their production of the isotope.On the viewscreens, four more

Visth cargo ships lifted off from the planet in an attempt to escape the bombardment. Kreen

watched without emotion as Druin fusion beams struck the ships, tearing them apart. The

burning wreckage fell to the planet to add to the destruction.Thick plumes of ash and smoke

rose into the atmosphere, dimming the sunlight. In a few days the entire planet would fall into a

nuclear winter. Large swaths of the planet had been burned off in the bombardment. The once-

pristine world now looked devastated and nearly uninhabitable.Finally Admiral Kreen was

satisfied and ordered his fleet to return to the Human Empire to resume their patrols. For the

last year he had sent Druin battlecruisers to patrol the edge of Human space, searching for the

base where an unknown stealthed warship operated from. So far they had not found the base,

and they had seen no further signs of the mysterious vessel. Admiral Kreen was beginning to

consider that the base must be farther away than he had first believed.For the time being he

would place battlecruisers in various Human systems and wait for the strange ship to return.

When it did, he would have it followed back to its base. A base he would destroy with his fleet.

This unknown base represented a threat to the Confederation and could not be allowed to

exist.-Admiral Dylan Cleemorl sat in his command chair in the Draxon Hauler, the new cargo



ship built inside Pallas, designed to travel throughout the former Human Empire and to not

attract the attention of the Druins.The Draxon Hauler replicated the most modern cargo ships

currently in use in the Empire. However, this ship had some special assets, which other cargo

ships did not. Its space drives were all military standard; hatches on the outside hull of the ship

disguised weapon turrets and missile tubes. Also a number of hidden compartments were

scattered throughout.The ship had been en route to the Empire for over four weeks. They had

taken a course that ensured, if they were traced, the course would not lead back to

Earth.“Where to first?” asked Captain Fulmar. The ship sat on the edge of Empire space. The

crew had trained hard for the past year so they could pass for a regular cargo vessel and not

raise suspicions.Much of the command crew of the Themis had transferred over to the Draxon

Hauler, as they were more familiar with the current Empire than the Imperials living inside

Pallas. The crew had rehearsed their roles in case they were boarded for inspections.“Let’s go

to Bratol Three. They know we’re coming, and, from them, we can learn where we need to go

next.” Cleemorl would use the Draxon Hauler to inspect many of the inhabited systems of the

Empire. He wished also to contact a number of the secret bases rumored to be hidden on

some of the Human-inhabited worlds. By moving around the Empire in a cargo ship, Cleemorl

could also keep track of what the Druins were doing.“Course set,” reported Lieutenant Trisha

Marks from Helm and Navigation.Captain Fulmar nodded. “Take us into hyperspace. It’s time

for us to take on the role of a real cargo vessel.”None of the crew were in their military

uniforms. They were dressed as expected for crews of cargo ships. Only Captain Fulmar wore

a uniform, and that was to signify he was in charge of the vessel.Dylan felt a slight wrenching

in his gut as the Draxon Hauler made the transition into hyperspace. It would take them four

days to reach Bratol Three, where hopefully some members of the Human Resistance groups

would be waiting for them. Since leaving Lydol Four the previous year, after the Druins had

bombed all the major cities of the planet in retaliation for violating rules of the Confederation,

Cleemorl and his fleet had made no additional trips to the Empire. This would be the first one

and, because of that, the most dangerous.-In Earth’s Solar System, Admiral Bract inspected

one of their battlestations, formerly a Druin command station. He was on board the Titan with

Rear Admiral Leeson.“Let’s put some defensive satellites around all eight of the battlestations,”

suggested Admiral Bract. “I would also like to increase the number of three-man attack

interceptors assigned to each station to forty.”Rear Admiral Leeson gazed at the viewscreen,

displaying the two-thousand-meter diameter of the battlestation. It was covered with weapon

turrets and hatches concealing missile tubes. “We would have to make some more

modifications to the stations, but I believe it could be done.”“I want to assign a battlecruiser to

each station as well. The battlecruiser will act as the command ship for the attack interceptors,

if we have to commit them to combat.”Leeson shifted his gaze toward the admiral. “Do you

want to bring more battlecruisers out of stasis?”Admiral Bract nodded his head. “I think it would

be wise. We have crews from Earth training regularly on Pallas now. We have to be prepared,

in case the Druins show up earlier than expected. I think we need one hundred battlecruisers

and ten dreadnoughts in service. That will allow us to patrol the entire Solar System, as well as

assist any of the new colonies if they get into trouble.” Additional colonies were being

established on Mars and on all four of Jupiter’s moons.Leeson’s eyes widened. “We’ll need to

train more crews from Earth.”“I know, but we need those ships just to ensure the safety of the

Solar System. Expansion to all areas of the system is getting ready to explode. We’re already

building a civilian shipyard around Earth. The first keels for the first Imperial battlecruisers are

even now taking form in Earth’s new military shipyard.”As three sleek attack interceptors

launched to assume patrol duty in this section of the Kuiper Belt, Bract and Leeson’s attention



returned to the battlestation. Millions of small icy bodies of rock and nearly solid balls of ice

floated in orbit around the Sun here in the Kuiper Belt, and these three-man attack interceptors

were being used to map all such objects in close proximity to the battlestation.“Let’s head back

to Pallas,” ordered Admiral Bract. “I have a council meeting to attend later this afternoon.

General Brier is requesting that we emplace defenses around Jupiter’s moons. He’s willing to

have Earth build all the defense satellites, if we’ll help put them in place.”“Sounds reasonable to

me,” replied Rear Admiral Leeson. “We need to make the Solar System into a fortress if we

plan on eventually engaging the Druins. No doubt, when we finally announce our presence,

they’ll send a fleet to destroy Earth and everything else in this Solar System. We have to be

ready.”Leeson quickly ordered the navigation officer to set a course for Pallas. Rear Admiral

Leeson didn’t mention one thing to the admiral. In recent months Leeson had been seriously

considering going into cryo so he could take part in the future war against the Confederation.-

The Draxon Hauler dropped out of hyperspace in the outskirts of the Bratol Three star system.

Eight planets were in the system, the third from the star being inhabited.“Contacts!” called out

Lieutenant Casella. “Twenty-eight ships of various types, all Human. No sign of any Druin

vessels.”Dylan breathed out a sigh of relief. He had hoped no Druin vessels were present. It

would make his job a lot easier. “Take us in and put us into orbit at ten thousand kilometers.

Space Control should contact us shortly. When they do, tell them we’re delivering some special

equipment ordered by Governor Rastell. Once we’re in orbit, I’ll send a coded signal to the

governor.”The hatch to the Command Center opened, and Cheryl stepped through. “Are we

there?”Dylan nodded. “We’re on the outskirts of the system and are preparing to go into orbit

around Bratol Three.”“Druins?”“None,” replied Dylan.Cheryl stepped closer to the command

chair. “I have a few contacts on Bratol Three. I want to meet with them while I’m here to check

on some of my assets.” Cheryl had once been a pirate and had assets hidden all over the

Empire. She wanted to ensure they were being taken care of in her absence.The Draxon

Hauler made the transition back into hyperspace and, after a few seconds, dropped back out

near Bratol Three.“Bratol Three Space Control has contacted us,” reported Trent Newsome, the

communications officer. “I informed them that we’re here to deliver a special cargo to the

governor. We’ve been given permission to go into orbit.”Dylan waited as the ship entered orbit,

and then he approached Communications. He took a small communication chip from his

pocket and handed it to Newsome. “Transmit the contents of this on the special frequency.

Then let me know when you receive a response.”Newsome took the small chip and inserted it

in a slot in his communication console. “Transmitting.”-For nearly an hour the Draxon Hauler

orbited Bratol Three, waiting for a response. During that time several shuttles from the surface

flew close to the ship, scanning it. Finally a short message came in.“A shuttle will rendezvous

with us shortly,” reported Newsome. “An envoy from the governor will be on board.”Dylan

nodded. “Hopefully this will be somebody from this new council we were hoping they would

form.” Dylan had asked General Creel the year before if the resistance bases could form a

council to better coordinate activity against the Druins.Jalen Gresth, a Pallas representative,

stood nearby and turned toward the admiral. “How do we know who they really are?”“That’s

been taken care of. General Creel will give the envoy a code word so I’ll know he’s genuine. If

he doesn’t have the code word, we’ll just toss him out the nearest airlock.”Gresth turned pale.

“Would we really do that?”Dylan laughed. “No, but I just wanted to remind you how serious all

this is.”“Admiral, a shuttle is taking off from the main spaceport near the capital,” reported

Lieutenant Casella at Sensors.Captain Fulmar stepped to a communications panel. “Sergeant

Drake, we have some visitors coming in a shuttle. Please meet me in the shuttle bay with an

appropriate escort.” Fulmar then left the Command Center, heading to the shuttle bay.Dylan



stood and looked at Cheryl and Jalen Gresth. “We’ll go to conference room one and wait for

our guests. This should be interesting.”-Captain Fulmar waited in the landing bay, as the shuttle

from Bratol Three set down smoothly on the deck. Fulmar had Sergeant Drake with him, as

well as four other Marines. All were in uniform, as the people exiting the shuttle should know a

little about the true identity of the Draxon Hauler and why it was over their planet.The shuttle’s

hatch opened, and a ramp extended automatically down to the deck. From the open hatch two

security personnel stepped out, followed by a woman. She paused at the top of the ramp and

then descended it to stop in front of Captain Fulmar.“I’m Lisa Strell. I’m a representative of the

Human Resistance.”“I’m Captain Fulmar. If you will follow me, Admiral Cleemorl is waiting for

you in the conference room.”As they walked through the corridors of the Draxon Hauler, Lisa

observed everything. “This ship’s brand new, isn’t it?”Fulmar nodded. “She was just

commissioned a few months back.”Lisa nodded. “I thought so. It doesn’t smell like a cargo ship

that’s been in space for several years. I never understood how people could work on those

vessels.”Fulmar laughed. “I’ve been on some older cargo ships in the past. It’s something one

gets used to after a while.”After a few more minutes they reached the conference room and

went in. Admiral Cleemorl and Cheryl were already seated, waiting.Captain Fulmar quickly

made the necessary introductions.“Admiral Cleemorl,” said Ms. Strell, as she sat, “I’m a

member of the resistance council that you requested we set up. You must understand that I

have some questions I must ask before we go too much further.”Dylan nodded. “I was

expecting that. However, before we begin, I need the password to prove you are who you say

you are.”Lisa smiled. “A good precaution. The password is liberty.”“Very good,” replied Dylan.

“You may continue.”Lisa took a deep breath and then began. “We know that you were in

command of the fleet that tried to free Lydol Four from the Druins. We know the attempt failed,

and Lydol Four was bombed. How much of your fleet escaped?”“Two battlecruisers and three

support ships,” answered Dylan.Lisa shook her head. “That’s not much of a fleet to free the

Empire with.”“No,” replied Dylan. He turned around and gestured toward a large viewscreen

showing a portion of space. The most important thing portrayed there were the four Imperial

dreadnoughts and over twenty Imperial battlecruisers. “That video was shot less than six

weeks ago. As you can see, I have much more than the fleet I left with.”Lisa’s eyes widened.

“How do I know those ships are real?”“We’re willing to take one member of your council back

with us to show you what our resources are. I promise you. They are considerable.”Lisa slowly

nodded her head. “We want to limit the number of people who know about your base to a

minimum. The fewer who know, the less chance there is of the Druins finding out. I understand

that General Creel and Governor Swen are aware of it, and both have vouched for you. I have

been authorized to give you some basic information on our bases, but I’m restricted in telling

you where they are for security reasons.”“Sounds reasonable,” replied Dylan. “Of course our

plan will take years to carry out. We’re probably looking at eighty to one hundred years before

we are ready to move against the Druins and the Confederation.”“Some hope is better than

none,” replied Lisa. “Our bases have not moved against the Druins for fear of what the reprisals

would be. The Druins have no compunction against using antimatter and fusion missiles

against civilian populations. For years, since they conquered the Empire, they have bombed

our planets for the slightest of reasons. The death toll from those bombardments is in the

billions.”“I’m well aware of that,” said Dylan. “I saw what they did to Lydol Four.”A strange look

passed over Lisa’s face. “I’m sorry. I had forgotten that Lydol Four is your home planet. What

exactly do you want our council and our bases to do?”Dylan gestured toward Jalen Gresth.

“Jalen will be our representative to the council, if you are willing to accept him. Jalen has been

in cryo sleep for over one thousand years. He was present in the Empire when the Druins first



conquered it.”Lisa turned toward Jalen, respect glowing in her eyes. “An Imperial from the old

days. That will go a long way with the council.”“We want to prepare the Human Empire for war,”

explained Jalen. “We’re aware of the Confederation’s attempts to make the people of the

Empire forget there ever was a Human Empire. We need all the bases to remind the people of

their history and their heritage. The Human Empire must not be forgotten.”“I can understand

that,” replied Lisa. “We have discussed that among ourselves in our meetings. What else is

required of us?”Jalen took a deep breath. “Can you give us an idea of how many secret bases

there are? If we’re going to fight a war to free the Empire, we need to know what our combined

resources will be.”Lisa looked into the eyes of everyone in the conference room. “I can’t give

you the exact number. That’s highly classified. I can tell you that more than three hundred

bases exist, and some of those are very large. A few are even capable of building warships. I

also can’t reveal their locations.”Jalen nodded in understanding. “We are willing to provide

resources to your bases. We have this cargo ship, and, before the year is out, we’ll have two

more. We can bring those supplies to Bratol Three or any other location you request.”“That

could be useful, particularly if you can provide weapons and some specialized parts for

warships. The Druins have restricted certain technology, making it difficult to acquire some

items.”“We can do that,” replied Jalen. “If I stay and become a member of your council, I can

request the necessary supplies and equipment when any of our cargo ships come by.”Lisa

looked around. “This is a very modern cargo ship. Is it armed?”Jalen looked at Dylan.Dylan

smiled. “Yes, heavily. We could probably take out a Druin battlecruiser if necessary.”“Your

weapons are well hidden. We scanned your ship from the surface and could not detect

anything. We also used several of our specialized shuttles to do scans.”“All of our weapons are

behind special shielding. Our ship should have no problem passing a routine inspection. We

made sure that anything that might raise suspicion is well hidden and shielded.”-They spent

another hour talking and asking questions. At the end of that time Lisa was satisfied with what

she had heard. “I understand you’ll spend some time traveling around the Empire?”Dylan

nodded. “Yes, we want to get a good feel for what’s been going on and what the current status

of the inhabited planets are. We would appreciate any information your council may furnish us.

We also need some trade items that we can sell on some of the planets we’ll visit.”“Will you be

going to the surface?”“Possibly, it depends on what the situation is on the ground.”“Most

planets won’t be a problem. However, a few have bent over backward to accommodate the

Druins. It might be best for you to avoid those worlds initially. Bratol Three trades with over

thirty Human worlds. What I would suggest is that we load cargos on your ship to deliver to

those worlds. In return they’ll reload you with cargos for our world. Later, we can arrange for

another council member to set you up on additional worlds. We should, in time, be able to send

your cargo ships to nearly every world of the Empire.”“That would be good,” replied Dylan. This

was just what he wanted. “When we have all three cargo ships operating, we can set up some

regular trade routes. It will enable us to monitor all the worlds, as well as the Druins. We want

to keep track of their activity in the Empire.”Lisa looked thoughtful. “We have some people who

have traveled to many Human worlds. It might be a good idea to add several of them to your

crew. You may find them extremely useful. I’ll vouch for them, as they’re in our secret

military.”Dylan was surprised but realized it was a good suggestion. He was familiar with a few

worlds but much of the current Empire was still a mystery to him. “I accept your proposal. It’s a

good one, and those people will come in useful.”Looking at Jalen, Lisa continued. “If Mr. Gresth

is willing to come with me to Bratol Three, I’ll introduce him to the rest of the council. When you

are ready to return to your base, I’ll go with you to verify everything you have told me.”“No

problem,” replied Dylan. “We want to spend a few months traveling around the Empire before



we return home.”Lisa nodded. “I’ll make arrangements for your first cargo, as well as your new

crewmembers.”-They talked for another two hours before Lisa and Jalen Gresth left for the

surface. Jalen would spend some time briefing the Human Resistance Council on some of

Earth’s future plans. Of course, for the time being, the location of Earth would remain a

secret.“What do you think?” asked Dylan, looking at Cheryl.“Everything sounds believable. I’ll

make arrangements to go to the surface to meet several of my contacts.”“Do you want an

escort?” Dylan knew many of the people Cheryl dealt with were unscrupulous.Cheryl laughed.

“Probably. Give me two of the larger Marines, and I should be fine.”“I’ll have Corporal Mueller

accompany you. He’s originally from Lydol Four and should have no problems in providing you

with security.”“My contacts should also be able to provide considerable information on the

Empire.”Dylan nodded. “I’ll make the necessary arrangements for you to go to the planet. Just

be careful.”-For two days the Draxon Hauler stayed in orbit around Bratol Three. Admiral

Cleemorl went to the surface and met briefly with the resistance council and Governor Rastell.

All were disappointed they couldn’t move against the Druins immediately but understood the

importance of long-range plans and being ready to make such a move.Cargo was brought up

to the Draxon Hauler and loaded. Four new crewmembers from the resistance arrived to be

part of the crew, as well as to act as advisors on the worlds Admiral Cleemorl planned to do

business with.Governor Rastell and Lisa Strell compiled a working list of Human planets to visit

for Admiral Cleemorl’s review. Several he had been to while he was still on Lydol Four.Finally

Admiral Cleemorl returned to the Draxon Hauler as the cargo had been loaded and the new

crewmembers assigned to quarters.“Ready to get underway,” reported Captain Fulmar.Dylan

sat in his command chair and nodded. “Set a course for Malor Two. We have a cargo to deliver

there and another one to pick up.” Cheryl was still on Bratol Three. She had sent Dylan a

message that she had some business to attend to and would be waiting for the ship to

return.Moments later the Draxon Hauler left orbit and soon afterward made the transition into

hyperspace. The ship’s journey through the Empire was about to begin.Chapter TwoAdmiral

Bract was in his office, listening to Rear Admiral Leeson explain why he wanted to go into cryo.

In a way Bract had expected this. He had heard Leeson speak many times about his desire to

fight the Druins.“I’ll wait another year before I do,” Leeson said. “That way we’ll have all the

ships we need activated and their crews trained. The civilian shipyard over Earth will be done,

and we’ll have many of the defenses we need put in place.”Bract took a deep breath and knew

what Leeson was planning to do was what many would probably want in the future. The Druins

were the big threat, and everyone wanted to play a part in taking them down. “I have to admit

that I’ve considered it myself, but too much work needs to be done to get the Solar System

ready. These next few years will be extremely important in preparing our Solar System for a

possible Druin attack.”“That’s why I’m waiting a year. By then we’ll have most of our projects

well underway.”“Do you have a suggestion for your replacement?” Bract hated the thought of

losing Rear Admiral Leeson, but he understood the rear admiral’s reasoning.“A young officer

currently in training from Earth,” answered Leeson. “He’s got a good head on his shoulders and

has flown circles around everyone else in an interceptor. I ran him through some battle

scenarios, where he’s in charge of a fleet task group, and he has excelled. When I go into cryo,

I will recommend he take my place.”“What’s his name?”“Johnathan Turner,” replied Leeson. “I’ll

send his file over to you later.”Bract nodded. “I’ll keep an eye on him. Now let’s discuss what we

need to do over the next few months. Admiral Cleemorl is currently in the Empire with the

Draxon Hauler. We have two more cargo ships that will be ready to deploy to the Empire in

three more months. Of course we’ll wait until Admiral Cleemorl gets back, so he can give the

other two crews some guidance. Hopefully, when he returns, he will have a representative of



the resistance council with him.”“You think someone will come?”“I would if I were them. We’re

asking them to commit to a war sometime in their future. I would want to see what we had to

offer.”“I’m taking the Titan to the Moon tomorrow. I’m supposed to observe some drills Luna

City’s interceptors will be taking part in.”Bract had considered going himself, but he had too

much on his plate at the moment. “We have two hundred interceptors based on the Moon, all

built at the new facilities in China, Taiwan, and Japan. That’s a pretty sizable force.”“We’re

making progress,” replied Leeson. “Earth is beginning to come around and will soon be out

producing Pallas as far as war material goes.”Admiral Bract picked up a sheet of paper off his

desk. “Donovan Stewart of the space program wants to base some of the three-man

interceptors on the moons of Jupiter, as well as put up defense grids around all four of the

colonized moons.”“It needs to be done,” replied Leeson, nodding his head. “Those moons will

eventually be heavily colonized. Interceptors based there could patrol a major part of the outer

Solar System.”Admiral Bract leaned back in his chair. “What about Mars? In a few more years it

will have a breathable atmosphere. By the time we go to war against the Druins, a billion

people could be living there.”“They’re voting for a governor on Mars next week. Once that’s

finished, I suggest we go to Mars and discuss what defenses will be necessary.”Bract stood

and walked to the wall to gaze at a painting of the Imperial Palace on Golan Four. “Captain

Masters said the Imperial Palace is falling into ruin. Several of its towers and arches have

already collapsed.” Letting out a deep sigh, Bract turned around to face Leeson. “I’ve accepted

that I’ll never see the palace in my lifetime, but, if you go into cryo, you may.”“I wonder what it’ll

be like for Captain Masters. He fled the Empire with the Princess over one thousand years ago.

When he awakens, he will be fighting to free the Empire and to restore the Royal Family.”Bract

returned and sat down. “Captain Masters is a very resourceful man. I wish I could see how all

of this turns out.”-In the former Human Empire, Admiral Cleemorl was visiting his third Human-

inhabited planet. So far everything had gone according to plan. They would go to a world,

deliver their cargo, pick up another cargo, all the while scanning and compiling data on the

world they traded with. However, this next world would be different.A Druin battleship was in

orbit.“What’s it doing?” asked Cheryl. She was back on board after spending several days on

Bratol Three, checking on some of her hidden assets. She had also set a few things into

motion to increase her holdings.“Routine patrol,” said Corporal Hastings, who was one of the

four Human Resistance crewmembers added at Bratol Three. “It’s very common for Druin

battleships or battlecruisers to go into orbit.”“Do they contact the planet’s government?” asked

Captain Fulmar.Hastings shook his head. “No, they go into orbit and do some routine scans. If

they find nothing unusual, they leave. Very seldom do they ever send troops to the surface or

attempt any contact. The only contact is when they come to pick up whatever a planet is

required to produce for the Confederation.”“Keep a good distance between us and that

battleship,” ordered Admiral Cleemorl. “We won’t do anything suspicious. I suspect that many of

the worlds we’ll go to will have Druin ships present. We need to get used to this.”“What about

our scans?” asked Lieutenant Casella. “Will it attract their attention?”“Short-range only and

aimed at the planet,” answered Dylan. “I don’t want any scans around that battleship.”The

tension increased in the Command Center as the Draxon Hauler eased into orbit and informed

Space Control they had a cargo to deliver.Suddenly two cargo ships accelerated from orbit and

headed away from the planet. The Druin battleship turned to pursue.“What’s going on?” asked

Cheryl, a frown on her face. “Why are those two cargo ships running?”“Contraband,” answered

Hastings, shaking his head. “They must have contraband on board, and they don’t want to be

caught.”The two cargo ships suddenly made the transition into hyperspace and vanished from

the system. The pursuing Druin battleship did the same.“What will happen now?” asked



Captain Fulmar.“The Druins are very good at tracking a vessel. They know the direction the

cargo ships were heading when they entered hyperspace. The ships are probably still showing

on the Druins’ sensors. The Druins will follow until they catch up to the two vessels and then

they’ll destroy them.”Dylan looked at the tactical display. The other ships around the planet

seemed to be ignoring what just happened. “Does this occur often?”“More than you would

think. The Druins don’t allow a large number of items to be traded. Some of that contraband

cargo comes from nonhuman worlds just outside of the Empire. A black market has always

existed since the fall of the Empire. There’s also a high demand for certain items on the

contraband list. The Druins routinely scan cargo ships to see if any contraband items are on

board. If there are, the ships are destroyed.”“Admiral, we are to dock with the space station to

unload our cargo. They have a return cargo for us as well,” reported Newsome.Captain Fulmar

looked at the admiral. “Do we dock?”Dylan nodded. “Yes, I want to go on board the station. I’m

supposed to meet a member of the resistance. I believe a hidden base is somewhere on this

planet.”Fulmar frowned but nodded. “I’ll arrange an escort.”“I’ll go,” said Corporal Hastings. “I’ve

been to this station several times, and I’ve gone to the planet before. I don’t perceive any

problems.”-The cargo ship docked to the station, and the crew began unloading the cargo. This

time they were delivering some agricultural products. It had been decided the Draxon Hauler

would only be loaded with items that would not raise any suspicions. They did not want to draw

the Druins’ attention to the ship. A simple scan would only show a cargo of special seeds for

planting.While the cargo was unloaded, Admiral Cleemorl and Corporal Hastings went on

board the station. The station was quite large with a crew in the thousands. Much of the work of

loading and unloading was done by specialized robots. The station even had a civilian

shopping sector, as well as a large food court for visitors. It was at the food court Dylan would

meet his contact from the secret base.-Dylan and Corporal Hastings were sitting at a table.

Both wore regular ship uniforms normally associated with cargo ships. The food court was

busy with hundreds of patrons sitting at tables. After a few minutes a server came over and

took their orders. Dylan had been told to order a specific drink along with his meal. The drink

was unusual and only one of the food court establishments carried it.“This is a busy place,”

commented Dylan, looking around.Hastings nodded. “Many worlds are like this. They try to

keep up a semblance of a normal civilization.”Neither spoke about their reason for being here,

just in case they were overheard. Instead they discussed their cargo and how much they

expected to receive for it. Talk that would be expected from two people off a newly arrived

cargo ship.Their drinks and meals arrived, and they began to eat. They were nearly finished

when a young man in a business suit approached them and sat down.“Dylan Cleemorl?”Dylan

nodded. “That’s correct. Can I help you?”“I believe you would like an inspection of our

agricultural facility.”“Yes, we have some certified seeds we brought that you might be interested

in.” These two code phrases identified each other.The man nodded. “I’m Arden Brale, and I’ll

take you to the surface to see our plant. I’m sure you will be impressed with what we have to

offer.”“I hope so,” replied Dylan, as he put down his fork. “Let’s go.”Dylan and Corporal Hastings

followed their guide through the space station to a large spacedock. They were led to a small

shuttle, sitting on a landing pad. Numerous shuttles were in the spacedock. Some with loaded

cargoes on board, and others ready to take passengers to the planet.It didn’t take long, and

the shuttle was out of the station and on its way.“We’re going to a food processing factory,”

explained Brale. “From there you will be taken to see the facility you’re interested in.”They

discussed little for the rest of the short trip. It didn’t take long, and the shuttle landed at a small

spaceport just outside a major city. They exited the shuttle and found an aircar waiting for

them.Looking around the spaceport, Dylan noted a few other shuttles were being unloaded.“It’s



only a short trip to the factory,” Brale informed them.Dylan settled in and relaxed as the aircar

lifted off and headed toward the outskirts of the city. Still looking around, Dylan thought

everything seemed so normal. The fact that everything had stayed unchanged for the nearly

one-thousand-year rule of the Druins pointed to the Confederation’s interference on a massive

scale. Probably very little had changed in the city itself. The same technology and the exact

same architecture were still being used. That was how it had been on Lydol Four as well.“What

does your world have to furnish the Confederation?” asked Dylan. All Human worlds had to

furnish the Confederation some product.“We have a crop the Confederation is highly interested

in,” replied Brale. “They take 70 percent of that particular crop every year.”“What if you can’t

make the quota?” asked Hastings.“We don’t dare risk that,” replied Brale. “We keep a hidden

surplus just in case we have a crop failure. If we fail to make the quota, no doubt we would lose

one or two of our cities.”“Has that happened before?” asked Dylan. From orbit he had seen no

signs of bombardment.Brale nodded. “Yes, but it was over two hundred years ago. A terrible

disease infected the crop, and we lost nearly 80 percent of it. When the Druins came for their

share, we didn’t have it. They dropped a fusion missile on our second-largest city.”Dylan took in

a deep breath. While on Lydol Four he had heard of some of the atrocities committed by the

Druins. It seemed it was pretty common throughout the Empire.The aircar landed in the

parking lot next to a very tall factory. Brale led them inside and down several hallways. He

stopped before a bank of elevators. “This elevator will take us where we need to go.” He used a

keycard to open the elevator, and all three of them entered.Brale pressed one of the buttons,

and the elevator immediately began its descent. Dylan noted they were going deep beneath

the surface. He wondered what he would find when they got to where they were going.The

elevator finally stopped, and Dylan found a group of men and women waiting for them.“Admiral

Cleemorl,” said one of the men in a military uniform. “I’m General Clements, and I’m

responsible for this base.”Dylan shook his hand and then was introduced to the others.“I’m not

a member of the new resistance council, but I’ve been instructed to cooperate with you. I

understand you have a secret base outside of the Empire with a large fleet of ships at your

disposal.”Dylan nodded. “That’s correct. However, we are not yet ready to move against the

Druins or the Confederation. The people I represent want to get a general idea of what the

Human Resistance bases have to offer and what they can do when we eventually launch our

attack.”General Clements nodded. “I can understand that. For many years we have looked to

find some way to attack the Druins. We saw your own attempt at Lydol Four fail and what the

consequences were. We need some hope to work for in the future. The new council believes

you can furnish that hope.”“We’ll do all we can to assist,” replied Dylan. “May I see your

base?”“Of course. I’ve been instructed to show you everything.”General Clements took them

down a long corridor to another bank of elevators. Entering one, they descended once more.

“The base is located deep beneath the city. We’re going down over two kilometers. That deep

beneath the city, it pretty well blocks any scans the Druins might attempt to take.”The elevator

eventually came to a stop, and they all stepped out. Dylan came to a halt, amazed at what was

before him. A massive cavern stretched out for several kilometers. Across the floor of the

cavern were numerous buildings and what looked like factories.“We have nearly ten thousand

people working here,” Clements informed Dylan. “This base was established just before the

Druins attacked the Empire. Other bases were established at that time as well, and we have

built more since then. In this base, we have the capability of building some spacecraft parts.

When we have the parts finished, they are shipped out. I don’t know where their final

destination is, but we do have several hidden bases capable of building battlecruisers and

other support ships.”Dylan nodded. He knew that both Bratol Three and Cleetus Three had that



capability as that was where Dylan’s ships assigned to him to defend Lydol Four had come

from. “What about military personnel?”“Nearly half the people here are in the secret military.

We have around eleven hundred soldiers, if we need them.”“Where does everyone live?”“We

have living quarters here as well as in a section of the city. Great care is taken to ensure the

existence of this base is not revealed.”General Clements led them down to the floor of the

cavern and through several of the factories and troop training centers and also a number of

research labs, where scientists and engineers were busy working.“While our science up above

is limited, our research here is not,” explained the general. “We have made a number of

discoveries that can greatly advance our civilization. Unfortunately, because of the Druins,

those discoveries cannot be put into practice.”Dylan was impressed by what he saw. “There is

some concern about the people of the Empire forgetting there ever was a Human

Empire.”Clements let out a deep sigh. “Yes, the Druins have ordered all references to the

Human Empire be removed from our history books. All media of any type is restricted from

broadcasting or speaking of the Empire.”“We can’t let the people forget,” said Dylan, concern in

his voice. “Even if we have to send people around the planet to spread the word by

mouth.”Clements looked at Dylan in surprise. “We have spoken about that in some of our

meetings here inside the base. We’re just not sure what we need to say.”Dylan understood the

dilemma. There was so much to tell, but they didn’t have the resources to do it. Anything put

down on paper or broadcast could bring retaliation from the Druins. “I’ll speak to the council

and see what we can come up with. We just need to keep the memory of the Empire alive, until

we’re ready to move. Once we do, we’ll take care of the rest.”-For the next several hours

General Clements showed Dylan around the base, explaining what many of the facilities were

for. After a while it was evident that the base could easily hold twice as many people as it

currently contained.Clements let out a deep sigh. “We have to be careful in our recruitment. We

decided long ago that the current size of the base and its workforce is best to keep it secret.

However, once we know when an attack is scheduled to attempt to free the Empire, we can

quickly take the base up to its full complement of personnel.”“If you would provide the council

with a list of any supplies or military equipment you need, we may be able to furnish it. I can set

up a regular supply run of one of our cargo ships to bring whatever you require, particularly

technical equipment that you might not be able to build.”“We could use a number of items,”

admitted Clements. “I imagine that’s true of many of our bases. Do you have the necessary

resources to handle all the requests you’ll probably get?”“Yes, resources will not be a

problem.”Clements nodded. “Numerous items could be useful in our research as well as

building up our military.”Admiral Cleemorl nodded. “Fine, that’s the reason for coming here to

get a feel for what we can offer. You’ve been a great help, and I’m very impressed with your

base. I think it’s time now for me to return to my ship.”-Later as Dylan flew in the aircar back to

the spaceport, he couldn’t help but think about what he had learned today. The base had been

impressive. If enough of these bases were around the Empire and if their activities could be

coordinated by the new council, it opened up a multitude of possibilities.-Stepping back into the

Command Center of the Draxon Hauler, Dylan noted everyone was busy at their

stations.“Cargo is unloaded, and the station is currently loading our return cargo,” reported

Captain Fulmar. “The Druin battleship returned about an hour ago and is back in orbit. It did

scan us, but I understand that’s routine.”Dylan nodded and sat in his command chair. “How

long will the loading take?”“Not long,” replied Fulmar. “They’re pretty efficient. How was your

visit to the surface?”“Enlightening. I suspect the bases will offer far more than we expected. If

we can provide them with some of the equipment they are short of and specialized electronic

items, they can provide considerable assistance when we strike the Druins.”Cheryl stepped



through the hatch and motioned for Dylan to come with her.Dylan frowned but followed her out

the hatch to a small briefing room. “What is it?”“While you were gone, I went on board the

space station. I have a contact in the command staff, and we spent some time talking. There

are rumors the Druins will be increasing the number of Humans they conscript for the

Confederation. If that happens, there will be considerable unrest throughout all the Human

worlds.”Dylan leaned back and folded his arms across his chest. “It almost seems as if the

Confederation is provoking a response. I wish I knew what the Confederation was doing with all

the people they’re taking. We’re talking about millions of young people every year.”Cheryl

hesitated and then made a suggestion. “Since this ship has stealth capabilities, maybe we

should make a detour and examine several Confederation worlds.”This was not what Dylan had

expected to hear. “It’s too dangerous. We have a vague idea of the technology the Druins

possess, but the other Confederation races are a big unknown. Our stealth fields might be

completely useless. Not only that but we’re not even sure how far actual Confederation space

extends. We just don’t know enough about their worlds.”“I understand,” replied Cheryl,

disappointed. “When we return to Earth, we should speak to the council and to Admiral Bract. I

think sometime soon we need to investigate the Confederation and see what is happening to

the Humans they’re taking. We need to know more about the Confederation and its capabilities

anyway.”“It would be dangerous, but I agree. We need to find out more about the

Confederation. I’ll go with you to speak to the council.”“If the Druins continue to take Humans

and continue to increase the number they are taking, someday it could cause the entire Empire

to revolt.”Dylan had to agree with Cheryl. He didn’t like the fact the Confederation was taking so

many Humans from the Empire. Even more worrisome was the fact that, once they were taken,

they were never heard from again. Also, if the Empire revolted, the Druins would cause

tremendous damage in retaliation. They could conceivably destroy entire worlds. Something

must be done, and Earth might not be able to wait eighty or one hundred years.Chapter

ThreeSix Months LaterDruin Admiral Kreen was over the Human world of Xnea Two. The

planet was supposed to have delivered four hundred thousand young Humans to be taken to

the Confederation. Instead the planet had refused to hand over any of their quota.“Pick out four

of their larger cities,” ordered Kreen, as he gazed at the viewscreen showing the planet.

“Exclude the capital as we will need to deal with them once the bombardment is over.”This was

the seventh planet to refuse to hand over their young Humans. Xnea Two would be taught the

same lesson as the previous Human worlds. When the lesson was over, the Humans would

gladly turn over their quota of young people. These primitive worlds would learn not to disobey

the Confederation, or they would continue to pay a stiff penalty.-On the surface of the planet in

the capital city, the governor was arguing with the planetary council. “We must turn over our

young people. If we don’t, they will bomb our planet, killing millions.”“They can’t bomb every

planet,” argued the councilor from the southern region. “If enough of us resist, at some point,

they will give in.” Several other councilors nodded in agreement. “We can’t keep turning over

hundreds of thousands of our young people every year.”The governor shook his head. “We are

talking about the Druins. They care very little about Human life. They won’t hesitate to bomb

our planet.”“We disagree,” replied the southern councilor, irritated. “Inform the Druins we will no

longer turn over our young people to them. They must find some other product to take instead.”

Even as he spoke, the conference table shook. A loud rumbling could be heard.“What’s that?

An earthquake?” said one of the other councilors, as he stood, with a frightened look on his

face.The governor looked sadly at the gathered councilors. “Unless I’m mistaken, we have just

lost one of our cities.”The councilor from the southern region turned pale and could find nothing

to say.-In orbit, Admiral Kreen watched as four mushroom clouds rose up from the surface of



the planet. Beneath each cloud a firestorm of destruction spread. For twenty kilometers in

every direction from the epicenter, all buildings and all life were being destroyed. Kreen knew

he had just killed millions of Humans. However, what did it matter? The Humans had one

thousand inhabited worlds with massive populations. What were a few million here and there?

Kreen continued to watch as the atmosphere above the stricken cities turned dark with ash and

smoke. No doubt shortly a message would come from the Humans, agreeing to turn over their

young.-Within the hour Admiral Kreen received a message from the planetary governor, stating

the Human quota would be met. Admiral Kreen nodded in satisfaction. It was as it should be.

All species were meant to serve the Confederation. However, sometimes the more primitive

worlds had to be taught lessons in obedience, such as the one today.“Inform the Human

governor that, in one week, our ships will arrive to pick up their Human cargo. If they are one

Human short, we will return and extract additional punishment upon their world.”With that,

Kreen ordered his fleet to leave orbit and to head to their next destination. Other worlds had

refused to fill their quotas of young Humans. Those too would be punished.A few minutes later

the Druin fleet made the transition into hyperspace.Three Years LaterAdmiral Cleemorl and

Cheryl Bannon stood in front of a pair of cryo chambers. Both had decided to go into cryo and

to be a part of the future war against the Druins. Over the past few years they had spent much

of their time traveling in the Empire, and, after seeing so many atrocities committed by the

Druins, they decided they had to take a more active part. Cheryl had turned her business over

to Captain Tucker, who had assured her that he would take good care of everything.Dylan

stood, holding Cheryl’s hand, waiting for the doctor and several medical technicians to finish

the preparations for their cryo sleep. They had stayed up late the night before, discussing their

plans and their feelings for each other, which had grown and had turned into something very

special.“It will be just like going to sleep,” explained the doctor, as he gave both of them a cup

containing a liquid they were to drink. “You will close your eyes, and, when you awaken, the

designated time will have passed.”“It will be time for the war,” said Dylan, looking at Cheryl and

squeezing her hand. “Are you ready for this?”Cheryl nodded. “As long as I’m with you, I’m not

afraid.”The technicians came over and injected both of them in the arm. At the same time the

lids to the two cryo chambers slid open.“I’ll go first,” volunteered Cheryl.Before she could enter

her chamber, Dylan pulled her close and kissed her deeply. “I’ll see you soon, and I love you.”“I

love you too,” replied Cheryl softly. She then turned and lay down in the chamber, the lid sliding

shut. She closed her eyes as the glass cover frosted over.“She’s in cryo,” reported one of the

technicians. “Everything’s working properly.”Extremely drowsy, Dylan lay down in his chamber.

As his eyes closed, he felt a slight chill, and then there was silence.-“They’re both in cryo,”

reported one of the technicians, as she checked the cryo chambers.The doctor nodded. “We’ve

done over two hundred of these the past month. So many people, particularly in the military,

want to fight the Druins. It’ll be interesting when we finally awaken them all.”-Admiral Bract was

currently on board the Titan with Rear Admiral Johnathan Turner in orbit around the Moon,

checking the defensive grid, which had just been finished. Also in orbit were four hundred small

satellites, all armed with energy beams capable of taking out any inbound missiles.In addition,

there were fifty large missile platforms protected by their own energy turrets, and twenty large

ODPs—Orbital Defense Platforms— armed with missile tubes as well as fusion energy beam

turrets. On the surface of the Moon were fifty PDCs—Planetary Defense Centers—all armed

with missile tubes and fusion weapons.“I would say we’ve turned the Moon into a fortress,”

commented Rear Admiral Turner, as he gazed at the defenses on the viewscreens. “When you

add in the two hundred interceptors based at the Luna City spaceport, the Moon will be a hard

nut to crack.”Admiral Bract had to agree. “We’re still adding defenses to Earth. We have to do



everything we can to ensure the Druins can’t reach the surface. Let’s set a course for Mars. I

want to inspect the new space station that we finished last month.”For the past four years the

Imperials on Pallas and the Humans on Earth had worked frantically to set up defenses

throughout the Solar System in case the Druins made a surprise appearance. The military

shipyard around Earth now produced Imperial warships on a regular basis. Some of these

were put into stasis for future use, while others were put into active service.Expanded colonies

now existed on the Moon, Mars, and all four of the moons of Jupiter. It had been decided to

hold up the addition of colonies around Saturn until the established colonies were well

defended.“Over two million people are on the Moon,” commented Turner, as the Titan made the

transition into hyperspace for the short trip to Mars. “Many of them are involved in the war effort

and are running the factories, smelters, and ore-processing facilities that handle the cargoes

coming in from the asteroids.”Now a robust mining operation was ongoing in the asteroid field

as well as on some of the smaller moons of Jupiter. Every day, cargo ships laden with mined

minerals arrived at the space station and Luna City. All in preparation for war with the Druins

and the other races of the Confederation.-The Titan emerged from hyperspace above Mars

and near the new space station, which appeared on the ship’s main viewscreen. The station

was nearly two kilometers across, with bays capable of holding nearly every cargo or

passenger ship currently in service. Several external docking ports were set up to allow

Imperial battlecruisers or dreadnoughts to dock as needed. Also two large bays were attached

to the station that held forty attack interceptors in each one.In addition, the station was heavily

armed with forty missile tubes and eighty fusion energy beam turrets. Not only that, the station

could be protected by a powerful energy shield if needed. A dreadnought and ten battlecruisers

were in orbit to provide additional defense.“You can already see an increase in the breathable

atmosphere,” commented Turner, as he gazed at one of the other viewscreens. “In a few more

years people will be walking about on the surface without the need for a spacesuit.”Bract

nodded. “We’re using some special mining ships to bring large pieces of water ice in from the

Kuiper Belt. We then release them in the atmosphere at the right angles so friction will melt

them before they hit the surface. The terraformers on the surface take care of the rest.”Even as

he spoke, a bright meteor-like object could be seen shooting through the lower atmosphere of

the planet. The object completely disintegrated before it impacted the surface.“I understand

there will eventually be oceans, rivers, and lakes.”“Yes, Mars will look as it once did millions of

years ago. If you look closely, you can still see the dry lake beds and the courses of ancient

rivers.”The main viewscreen switched to a view of the largest colony on Mars. A series of

massive domes were visible, all linked by connecting structures. The city of Marsonna had a

population of nearly two million people. There were other cities scattered across Mars, where

an additional six million people lived.“How soon before the terraforming of Venus begins?”

asked Turner.“When Mars is finished,” answered Bract. “Go ahead and let’s dock at the

shipyard. I want to go on board for an inspection.”The Titan slowly maneuvered until it was

securely docked to the space station. Once the airlocks were connected, Admiral Bract and

Rear Admiral Turner went on board. It had been months since the last inspection, and Bract

was curious to see how well the station was operating. A number of mining craft operated from

the station, making routine trips between the station and mining outposts in the asteroids and

the moons of Jupiter.-Far out in the Kuiper Belt a special mining craft was near a large

fragment of water ice nearly half the size of the spacecraft. The ice fragment was jagged, and

several crewmembers currently floated around the fragment, drilling anchors deep into the ice.

The anchors would be used to securely attach the ice fragment to the ship. A few of the jagged

areas were cut off, so there would be no damage to the ship when it was pulled up tight



against it. A dozen mining ships were doing this full-time.Captain Albert Canning sat in his

control room, watching the activity outside. Several other crewmembers were there as well,

monitoring each of the spacesuited crewmembers working on the water-ice fragment.“This will

bring us a pretty penny when we get it to Mars,” commented Joshua Mase, directing the

placement of the anchors. “It reads as being 92 percent pure water.”“Once it melts,” said

Sandra. She was the medical officer on the mining ship. “Marvin, your heart rate is getting a

little high. Take it easy for a minute.” She was monitoring the vitals on the two crewmembers

who were outside.“Two more anchors and we’re done,” answered Marvin. “I’ll stop for a minute

before I do the last two.”Mase leaned back and stretched. “This is definitely much easier than

asteroid mining, and it pays well.”“Attack interceptor coming up on us,” reported Donald Evans

from his sensor console. “Just a routine patrol.”This didn’t bother Captain Canning. It was a

good feeling knowing the battlestations at the edge of the Kuiper Belt were keeping watch on

the ice mining. If there was an accident, a ship could be sent to assist in a short matter of time.

That was one of the reasons Canning always chose to mine in the area of one of the

battlestations.On the viewscreen, the sleek three-man interceptor flew past and made a wide

circle around the ship. As it flew by, it waggled its wings and then continued on into the star-

studded darkness.“Man, I would like to fly one of those,” commented Evans, as he watched the

interceptor vanish on the viewscreen.“Not me,” replied Captain Canning. “They would be fun to

fly around, but what if the Druins show up? Me? I’d rather stay safe in our ice-mining

ship.”Outside the last two anchors were drilled into the ice fragment and lines attached. With

the crew watching carefully, the large ice fragment was pulled up tight against the reinforced

bottom hull of the ship.“Fragment attached and locked in place,” reported Mase. “We’re coming

in.”Canning nodded. It would take them nearly six days to reach Mars. One day of acceleration,

four days of coasting, and then one day of deceleration. They would spend a few days at the

space station, relaxing, and then head back out again. Canning tried to make two trips a month

to the Kuiper Belt. It made for a nice paycheck and was relatively easy work for the crew.-

Lieutenant Barkley smiled as he flew past the ice-mining ship. He loved being out in space in

his interceptor. Today he was accompanied by his navigation officer, as this was a normal

mission to inspect the mining ship and to ensure everything was normal. Quick scans had

shown no problems, and now Barkley leaned back in his acceleration seat. A sensor screen

indicated all the hazards in front of and around him. It was fun and exciting to zoom around the

various chunks of rock and water-ice that were everywhere.“Slow it down, hotshot,” cautioned

Lieutenant Simmins, frowning deeply. “I want to get back to the battlestation in one piece. I

have a hot date tonight.”“With Michelle?” Michelle was a knockout computer technician

Simmins had been seeing.“Yeah, with Michelle.”Barkley grinned. He had always dreamed of

piloting a spaceship. As a kid he had dressed up as an astronaut, playacting flying into space.

Now here he was, flying an attack interceptor armed with fusion energy cannons and small

fusion missiles.“Still thinking about going into cryo?” asked Simmins.“Maybe,” replied Barkley.

He had graduated in the top 10 percent of his class and had been offered that option. “I have

another six months to make up my mind. How about you?”“I don’t think so. Not if this thing with

Michelle continues to develop.”Barkley didn’t reply. Simmons considered himself a ladies’ man.

In another few months he would move on to his next conquest. Someday he would get burned.

Michelle might just be the one to put Simmons in his place.A warning sounded on the sensor

screen, and Barkley adjusted his course to go around a large rocky asteroid nearly two

hundred kilometers in length and shaped like a potato. It was covered in craters with several

towering mountains. He knew it was only a matter of time before the miners searching for

minerals in the asteroid field eventually made it out here.While the Kuiper Belt, for now, was a



desolate region with few spacecraft, that was destined to change in a few more years.

Industries on the Moon, Mars, and Earth were kicking in as the new technology introduced by

the Imperials demanded more resources.With a deep sigh, Barkley turned the interceptor

toward the battlestation that was its base. It would take two hours at nearly full acceleration to

reach it. Looking through the cockpit window, Barkley gazed at the stars. Someday he might be

going there. A war was waiting to be fought, and the ships and equipment for that war were

even now being forged. They just needed the people to crew the ships and to use the weapons.

Barkley suspected someday he would be a part of that.-Admiral Bract was back at Pallas in his

office, looking at the latest status of the repurposed Druin interdiction system. Half of the

sensor satellites had been turned outward to detect any ships inbound toward the Solar

System. The rest still monitored every cubic centimeter of space in Earth’s Solar System. All

eight battlestations had been modified for Human crews and had been partially rebuilt to hold

several squadrons of attack interceptors. In addition, at least one or two Imperial battlecruisers

were assigned to each station to investigate any unknown contacts.The stations periodically

sent reports to the Confederation on the current status of the Solar System. Great effort had

been taken to ensure the reports contained nothing to raise the Confederation’s suspicions.

The reports informed the Confederation that a disaster involving an experimental FTL

spacecraft had caused a cessation of all FTL research for the Humans for the immediate

future.Most of the advancements on Earth were not mentioned, so it would appear the planet

was advancing at a very slow rate. The explanation for this was the multitude of countries

refusing to cooperate with one another. So far the reports seemed to be working, as all the

Confederation had done was acknowledge the receipt of the messages.“How many cargo

ships do we currently have operating in the Empire?” asked Councilor Prest. In a few months

she would step down as the current head of the council.“Five,” answered Bract. “All have been

delivering needed war materials and equipment to the known secret bases in the Empire. We

now believe over four hundred of them have been established, possibly more.”“How is the

Human Resistance Council doing?” In the past several years three of those council members

had been brought to Earth. All in an effort to show them what the Earth would be capable of

when the war against the Druins and the Confederation actually started.Bract leaned back and

folded his arms across his chest. “Fine. Their list of items and materials they need is constantly

growing. We don’t know how many of their bases are capable of building warships, but, from

what they are ordering, there are several.”“What about contact with the Druins? How are our

cargo ships doing there?”“We don’t act suspicious. We do the same as all the other ships and

pretty well just ignore them.”Prest pursed her lips and asked her next question. “What about the

number of worlds attacked when the Druins increased the tally of young Humans they wanted

each year?”Bract frowned. “The Druins took out thirty-two cities as an example for refusing to

fill the increased quota demanded. Most of those cities are nearly rebuilt, and the others will be

over the next few years.”Councilor Prest’s eyes narrowed. “I still can’t believe the sheer brutality

of the Druins. How can they be so cruel?”“To them it’s not being cruel. They are a cold-blooded

race and do things in a logical manner. To them what they have been doing makes perfect

sense. Keep in mind they do not consider Humans as equals. We’re a barely intelligent species

only meant to serve the Confederation. It’s as if the Humans in the Empire are herd animals,

and that’s how they are treated. Sometimes the herd has to be culled to make it do what is

needed.”Councilor Prest shuddered. “Sometimes I’m tempted to go into cryo just to see the

war. I hope we can teach the Druins and the other Confederation races that we are much more

than just animals.”“It may be a long and bloody war,” said Bract. “The Confederation will do

everything in their power to stop us, as it will endanger their hold on a major portion of this



galaxy.”Councilor Prest gazed at the viewscreen behind Admiral Bract’s desk. It showed a field

of stars from one of the Kuiper Belt battlestations focused on the region of space that held the

captive Human worlds. “Can we win?”Admiral Bract leaned forward, a serious look on his face.

“If we have sufficient time to prepare, we just might. Fortunately we’re quite a distance from any

Confederation world. If they come for us, they will be a long way from their lines of supply and

any reinforcements. Already we’ve greatly fortified this star system, and we have much more

we plan on doing.”Councilor Prest stood. She had several more meetings she needed to

attend. “How much time do we need?”“Ten more years and this system will be nearly

impossible for the Druins to conquer. Forty more years and we could potentially be ready to

launch an attack. I would prefer to wait eighty or one hundred to ensure that we have the forces

we need and that the secret bases established in the Empire are ready.”“Will the Druins give us

that much time?”Bract let out a deep breath. “I guess that’s the big question. We’ll just have to

wait and see.”Bract knew a lot rode on keeping the Druins and the other Confederation races in

the dark about Earth and the secret bases in the Empire. If the Confederation and the Druins

sent in occupying forces to the surface and had more communication with the Humans, there

was little doubt it would be nearly impossible to keep the bases secret. However, when the

Druins just go into orbit and threaten bombardment to get what they wanted, it made it that

much easier to keep the bases hidden and unknown to the Druins.The admiral watched as

Councilor Prest left his office. He activated a computer screen, as he had more work to do.

Several requests had been made from Earth to establish colonies inside some of the larger

asteroids. The Human Empire once had such colonies, though the Druins had forced them all

to be shut down and evacuated.
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William D. Albrecht, “Weil’s best series. I really like this new series. It’s a natural follow up to

Earth Fall. In Earth Fall it was Earth alone against a xenophobic alien empire. Earth had

inherited a tech advantage, and was able to locate a numerous alien race to mass produce

sufficient amount of arms.Now a 1,000 star human empire is conquered, enslaved and

harvested for food. The human empire has located far away Earth and hurried its

development. Now Earth is helping fortify and arm the human empire. Hitherto undisclosed,

the empire’s long ago deceased crown prince has left descendants on Earth, and I predict a

new crown prince will emerge to help lead the human empire to victory.I especially like this

series because of the royal family and a romance for the crown princess.”

Michael Gallagher, “Nice Continuation of the Series. Before you start this book, please realize it

is the second one of a series. You will need to have read the first book or the characters,

scenes, and situations won’t make much sense to you.The author does his usual nice job of

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/ZPqvo/The-Forgotten-Empire-Earth-Ascendant-Book-Two


getting you into the story, and it is another page turner that kept me up really late in order to

finish it – I was dragging the next day. This series also seems to be better-written than his

other series. I picked this up for $4.99 on my Kindle and certainly received more than $4.99

worth of entertainment value out of it: if you have enjoyed the author’s other series, I am

confident you will enjoy this one, also.”

Delta Dawg, “Even better than the first book, Banishment!. I thought that Banishment, the first

in this series, was very good but Earth Ascendant is an excellent follow-up book. The

characters remain the same but we learn a little more about them and their personalities. The

story continues from Banishment and we learn more about both the humans and

Confederation. Overall an outstanding work of sci-fi from Mr. Weil. I am anxiously waiting for

the next installment in the series.”

The hairy one, “More please .... Yet another series by this author has survived a second book

without boring me to tears. Weil certainly knows how to keep the action going, whilst still

finding time for the politics and character development.Yes, the plot is fairly hackneyed and

done to death, BUT the author has injected it with the elixir of life, to the point where I am

about to buy book 3!This series may be pure escapism, but where else are you going to get 4

or 5 hours of entertainment for £3.99?”

MR M GIBSON, “Simple story but good read. I found this to be a very simple story but a really

enjoyable read. This is not going to tax you mentally in anyway. That said I consumed the three

books in a week or so. I enjoyed the concept that for once the Empire can be seen as a good

thing (unlike Star Wars :-)I would have like more narrative around the seven confederation

races and how they came to being. That however will probably be picked up in the next books.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great military sci-fi. The book is non stop action and drama loved the

action scenes the universe the author has created is interesting and expands with each

release the storyline has great pace to it could not put it down till finished loved it keep them

coming !”

Martin Monsrud, “After 1000years it’s time for freedom. Another great story, from author.It’s a

great storyline, with a lot of action. Many factions and races, we learn a lot about the

confederation and there member species, and even what happening with the humans that are

taken from the empire.It was a pleasure reading this book, and I can’t wait for it to continue.”

The book by Raymond L. Weil has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 1,132 people have provided

feedback.
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